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Chapter 1 : How to Invest with Little Money - SmallCapAsia
Small-cap investors sacrifice stability for potential. If you are able to take on additional levels of risk, exploring the small
cap universe is something you should look into.

Rules for Small-Cap Investing: Be honest for a moment. Has something like this ever happened to you? You
are at a cocktail party or neighborhood barbeque. A friend of a friend told him about the company and said it
had a potential cure for breast cancer. Two months later he had enough money to pay for the brand-new BMW
5 Series sitting in the driveway across from your house. It makes no sense. Heck, if this moron can make a
fortune, so can you. Sound at all familiar? He wanted to illustrate the routine mistakes traders and investors
make that cost them a fortune â€” time and time again. Sure, the story was a little over the top. But it happens
all the time. Deadly Trading Sin 1: Greed This is where you desire more than you need. In the trading and
investing world, greed rears its ugly head when you ignore price, asset allocation and position sizing.
Remember, it is important to stay within your means any time you trade or invest. Make sure you have a blend
of stocks small cap, large cap, emerging markets, growth, value and bonds in your portfolio. Deadly Trading
Sin 2: Lust You hear about a stock that has such a sexy story you just have to own it. You are drawn to the
possibility of triple-digit gains. And nothing is going to stop you from investing. Twenty hot shots scale the
bar up and down looking for the hottest woman in the room. Then at the end of the night they all make their
move â€” hoping to take the girl home. Problem isâ€¦ As they all make their move, they form a wall of drunk
and sexually frustrated men around this one woman. Inevitably, she wants nothing to do with any of them and
walks home â€” alone. But a guy probably has a better shot of finding someone he could share his whole life
with at the library than at a crowded bar with tons of competition. Deadly Trading Sin 3: They tell you about
the fortune they made on stock XYZ. Feeling left out of the action, you buy the stock as well. You end up
making an emotional decision to buy a stock. The true greats of Wall Street Buffett, Templeton, Price,
Greenblatt and Whitman spend hours and hours each day understanding the business they are investing in.
They make sure the company is fundamentally sound. They base their ideas on cold, hard factsâ€¦not emotion.
Deadly Trading Sin 4: Laziness You buy a stock without doing any due diligence of your own. Maybe you
hear about a hot tip from a friend. You read an article in the newspaper about a sure-fire idea. Or you overhear
your racquetball buddy talk about an opportunity with his broker. I trust my friend. This is your money! You
work hard for it. So why not make sure you know how it is being invested? Look at its balance sheet. Look at
some simple ratios. It will take you about two hours and will save you from investing in companies with no
future whatsoever. Deadly Trading Sin 5: Gluttony You have unrealistic goals on a trade or investment. This
is the sin that drives me the most crazy. Let me tell you right now: So make sure your expectations are
realistic. Deadly Trading Sin 6: Pride You make a decision to buy a stock and shortly after calling your
broker, you realize your reason for making the trade was completely wrong. Instead of admitting your mistake
and getting out for a small loss, you stay in the position. Your small loss turns into a very big one. Deadly
Trading Sin 7: Vengeance After taking a loss on a position, you feel the need to blame someone. At the end of
the day, you have responsibility for your own portfolio. You should never invest in anything unless you are
comfortable with the decision. Do what is right for you. I recommend you print out this list of common
investing mistakes. Read it every time you think about putting your hard-earned money into a stock. So go
now and repent. Be sure to sign up for a FREE subscription to The Sleuth , written by some of the smartest
researchers in the field of small-cap stocks. The Sleuth explores the tiniest investments out thereâ€¦ at least
tiny for nowâ€¦ that have the biggest potential for profitability. And she made only one hard-and-fast
ruleâ€¦Before they could add any stock to their portfolio, they had to be able to explain exactly what the
company did and understand the service or product the company provided. During the early s, the London
newspaper would print photos of beautiful women. You had to write in with the six women you liked the
most. Those are the ones not worth investing in â€” or at the very least, they are better left for someone else.
Motley Fool The five investment must-haves before getting into small-cap stocks. Looking for more on Rules
for Small-Cap Investing?
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Small-cap stocks tend to be volatile in the short term, so investors should commit to them for at least a decade, Wendt
says. "The way you protect yourself from the volatility is to be a long-term investor with at least a year horizon.".

Sc Profit Confidential T The Triple-E Test makes it easy for investors to understand how to find and invest in
small cap stocks. If you find the right one and polish it up nice, it can sell for a fortune. But one wrong cut,
and it will be rendered worthless. So finding the best small cap stocks is more skill than luck. But of course,
some will have you believe otherwise. Just look at Warren Buffettâ€”the billionaire investor who picked some
rough diamonds early in the game with skill, not luck. Although, the latter may have played some part. The
truth is, small-cap stocks have historically performed better than their more famous counterpartsâ€”the
large-cap stocks. If you start blowing into an already inflated balloon, it can only grow so much. Blow some
more and it will burst. But partly inflated balloons have the capacity to fill up. Small-cap stocks are these
partly inflated balloons that have room to grow, or in other words, add value. Now, I understand that novice
investors are boggled by questions. What are small cap stocks? Should I invest in them? How to find the best
small cap stocks? What ensues beyond here should serve as a quick crash course on Investing to get you ahead
of the curve. What Are Small Cap Stocks? It simply means the value of the company trading on the stock
exchange. But how do you arrive at this value? There you have it! As easy as pie! However, these companies
are lesser-known, less liquid, usually unprofitable, and more risky. Of course they are! Risk is an inescapable
reality in the investment world. So if anyone tries to scare you of this boogeyman, you call their bluff. The
truth is, investors are usually scared of small cap stocks because of the perceived risk that these investments
will go up in smoke. The results are obvious. Small cap stocks clearly come out on top. Granted, not everyone
is a qualified financial analyst here. You should be able to pick the best small cap stocks on your own, without
having to learn all the financial mumbo-jumbo. I have formulated an easy test that you can use to filter out the
best small cap stocks. These are the three fundamental items I check on any small-cap company before picking
its stock. If a company checks on all three Es, it could be worth investing in. First up is equity, which simply
defines your investment in the company. If a company is delivering high returns on equity ROE , it means
your investment is multiplying. Next, look for the second Eâ€”that is, earnings. A company with consistent
earnings usually has a durable advantage. Finally, the last E is your insurance policy against those unforeseen
disruptions. A company with excess cash can manage to pay off its liabilities through a period of bad business.
So look for ones that hold enough cash reserves in their banks. Now, any small-cap stock can be put to this
test. Small Cap Stocks List.
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A-Rated Small-Cap Stocks: SORL Auto Parts (SORL) SORL Auto Parts Inc (NASDAQ: SORL) is a Chinese joint
venture that is the leading brake and safety-related equipment original equipment.

Small-cap stocks continued to deliver solid results this year. Tax reform and shelter from tariffs have lifted
small U. A strategic approach to small-cap stocks can be beneficial for portfolios. Investors watching the
powerful rally in small-cap stocks are probably asking themselves the same question: Did I miss it? Shares of
smaller companies have delivered solid results this year. The Russell small-cap index is up 8. Greater
domestic focus U. These companies in have been somewhat shielded from tough talk on trade and tariffs
between the U. Strong interest from investors and companies Large companies looking for a quick way to
address a new market have been aggressively buying smaller firms. Already this year, companies have sold
shares to the public, up Tax reform Efforts to lower tax rates for companies may benefit smaller firms more
than larger ones because they typically pay higher rates. Companies in the Russell paid an effective tax rate of
Large firms kept their tax rates down in part by shifting revenue and cash to countries with lower tax rates, a
strategy not usually available to small firms, Wendt says. Have I missed the rally? Smaller companies can
continue to create value by being nimble and innovative, says Sujit Chakravarthy, a Capital Group analyst.
Innovation is present across sectors and takes various forms: Creating a competitive advantage through
innovation can help small-cap companies grow irrespective of macro events. Identifying these opportunities
requires research. One important aspect of small-cap investing is finding acorns that can grow into oak trees,
says Peter Eliot, portfolio manager at Capital Group. The largest equity holdings of U. Interest in small-cap
companies has driven valuations higher. The Russell is trading at 23 times what the companies are expected to
earn this year, which is at the high end of its historic range, so this higher valuation level is not to be ignored,
Eliot says. But investors can still find opportunities. Of the thousands of publicly traded small companies,
many will never deliver on the hopes of their founders and investors. Some may never launch their product.
Others may be trampled by larger rivals or lose out to more fleet-footed companies. Be strategic An allocation
to small-cap stocks is a key component of a well-diversified portfolio. Small-cap stocks tend to be volatile in
the short term, so investors should commit to them for at least a decade, Wendt says. During the trailing year
period, small caps pulled ahead even more: Be selective Find the disruptors. Finding small companies that can
grow to be big ones requires extensive research since many of the companies are not widely followed or even
known. Capital Group analysts and portfolio managers travel the globe looking for unique companies with
breakthrough technology. Some industries present better opportunities than reflected in indexes, Chakravarthy
says. Biotech and software are two fields with some promising companies. Deep, fundamental research can
help uncover investment opportunities in small companies that may be underrepresented in the index but can
grow to be much larger over time. More risk-tolerant investors should work with their financial advisors to
determine whether an allocation to small-cap stocks is appropriate for them. But even less aggressive investors
can benefit from holdings in small-cap stocks. Investing outside the United States involves risks, such as
currency fluctuations, periods of illiquidity and price volatility, as more fully described in the prospectus.
These risks may be heightened in connection with investments in developing countries. Any reference to a
company, product or service does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for purchase and should not
be considered investment advice. Small-company stocks entail additional risks, and they can fluctuate in price
more than larger company stocks. Past results are not predictive of results in future periods.
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Small-cap stocks. They fly under the radars of most investors, who struggle to look past behemoths like Apple Inc.
(NASDAQ: AAPL) and familiar names like Facebook, Inc. (NASDAQ: FB).Small-cap.

In fact, if you know our motto in SmallCapAsia, we always tout the following: Hence, an ETF typically
produces a return that replicates the specific index. Index-tracking ETFs are best known for having low fees
and charges than those of actively managed investment funds. You can either invest all your capital once-off
or on a regular basis. There are many Singapore Stock Exchange approved Brokers, a list of which can be
found here. Enter the amount that you are interested to buy for that counter and submit it Step 4: The bank
holds these funds on your behalf. Apply through iBanking, the money that you invest will be deducted from
your linked bank account Step 3: Receive a monthly updated report on your investments and dividends
quarterly 2. Peer-to-peer Lending The other alternative that you can invest your little capital is through
peer-to-peer P2P lending. P2P lending is a method of debt financing that enables individuals to borrow and
lend money without the use of an official financial institution as an intermediary. While it was often judged as
a risky investment option, P2P lending on a whole has seen increasingly lower default rates probably due to
more stringent filters. P2P lending is simple and straightforward. In a single loan, there could be hundreds of
investors who co-invest and share the risks and returns of investment. Click here on how to use Funding
Societies! The value of each portfolio is the sum of the value of the investments stocks, bonds which they
hold. This may make forming well-diversified portfolios a more attainable goal given how tedious and time
consuming it may be should an investor decide to create a diversified portfolio out of solely individual
securities. Aside from time constraints, capital and accessibility constraints may also prevent investors from
achieving the same level as ETFs or unit trusts given the number of component securities they can potentially
hold. To add on, small cap stocks are generally selling at a cheaper price compared to the blue chips you know
like Singtel and DBS Group. But nonetheless, we will still share 2 key points below: Thus, they have much
bigger potential to expand their business much easier and faster than a multi-billion dollar company that have
already achieved maturity stage in their business. From the graph below, we can see that companies that are in
the growth stage usually small cap companies have higher upside than companies in the maturity stage large
cap companies. This has allowed small cap companies to go unnoticed, until the institution buyers started to
discover them. This has led retail investors like us to pose the chance to buy into quality small cap companies
before they get noticed by the big players. Hence it is easier for retail investors to invest in small cap
companies and outperform the market in the long run than holding large cap companies. In fact, a lot of
academic studies have actually proven that Small Cap stocks are able to outperform the Mid Cap and Large
Cap companies over the long term. To buy a small cap stock, you will need a brokerage account with any
investment bank. The procedure for investing in listed small cap companies is the same as investing in
exchange traded funds. The minimum number of shares you need to buy a stock is shares 1 lot. Investors
should also take note on the commission fees charged by brokerage firms and trade lesser to minimize
transaction cost. The higher the fees, the lower your return on investment ROI. Conclusion We believe the
best way to start investing is to do it with little money. This is because you will be able to learn from your
investment mistakes when you have much lesser to lose at the start. To end off, we offer you this quote by Lao
Tzu: So, what are you waiting for? Get started and make your dreams happen! Want more insights into how to
invest wisely? Simply click here to receive your copy today!
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Numerous stock market experts feel that, now more than ever, the best investment bargains are in smallcap stocks. This
dynamic how-to book gives readers a complete overview of small-cap stocks.

Small cap and mid cap funds are such funds which are though volatile but have high growth possibilities. In
this article we will discuss the advantages of such funds and list down best small cap funds to invest. Before
jumping into the list of top small cap funds to invest in , let us review the benefits that small cap fund
provides: Small cap companies are usually innovative and offer new product or service unlike those existing in
the current marketplace. This allows these companies to grow more rapidly than larger companies which in
turn benefit their investors. Potential of Undervaluation As small and micro-cap companies are relatively
unknown and generally have low or no equity research coverage, they can often be snapped up at a significant
discount to their inherent value by fund managers. Efficient, Focused Companies Small and micro-cap
companies have extremely focused business model on account of their being new entrants and due to their
small size. Therefore, small and micro-cap companies are focused and operate extremely efficiently. This
focus helps them to grow rapidly and this expansion helps their investors in fast growth of their investments.
We strongly recommend you to consider following factors while deciding to invest in ELSS funds: Consistent
performance of any fund should be taken into account while investing in it. Especially check for the highlights
of funds during fluctuations in the markets. New SEBI reclassification of mutual funds can be viewed in the
sense of positive outlook as it brings out uniformity across various products. However, realignment of
portfolio required across different schemes in order to adhere to the new norms which would probably
increase volatility, especially in the small- and mid-cap funds. But do not panic, as the volatility can be
optimally managed by spreading the exercise over a longer duration of time. AUM matters for small cap
funds. Higher AUM is not advisable for small cap funds. As the market cap of small cap companies is low, if
AUM of a small cap fund becomes high it will not be able to find investing opportunities. It measures the
performance of fund in terms of volatility of the fund given the changes in market. Lower the beta, safe is the
fund. It serves as a measure of the performance of the investment by adjusting for its risk. Higher the value of
this ration indicates better performance of the fund. Here is the list of top 3 best small cap funds which you
can consider for investing for the financial year Best Small Cap funds Reliance Small Cap Fund The fund is
not very old but in the 6 years since its launch it has given stupendous returns. However, the fund has also
contained its losses in bear markets and hence it is a good bet in the small cap space. Performance in last few
years: It has given This fund is suitable for very aggressive investors who are willing to absorb the volatility
in lieu of higher upside possibility over long term. The beta and sharpe ratio for this fund as of now stands as
1. Franklin India Smaller Companies Fund The fund focuses on high quality companies and avoids the ones
that do not have an established track record. The fund underperformed in the first two years but since then it
has captured the upward trends well and contained its losses in the downwards market. As the Reliance small
cap fund, this fund is also suitable for aggressive investors who are willing to absorb the volatility in lieu of
higher upside possibility over long term. The beta value for this fund as of now stands as 0. Let us see some of
the key performance parameters of these funds: As said earlier, Small cap funds are must have in any long
term investment portfolio. Do remember that the universe of small cap stocks is much larger than the large cap
stocks hence the performance depends a lot on the stock picking skills of the fund manager. It is prudent to
diversify your investment in small cap funds by choosing at least two different funds. Invest in the above top
performing best small cap funds on our app. New to Mutual Funds?
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Founders of small-cap companies have always had two things in common: an unshakable vision for the future and a
strong appetite for extraordinary growth. Share in that growth! How to Be a Small-Cap Investor outlines a systematic
approach to small-cap investing that will help you determine which undiscovered stocks you should invest inâ€”and.

The media usually focuses on their negative side, saying they are risky, frequently fraudulent and lacking in
quality that investors should demand in a company. Certainly these are all valid concerns for any company,
but big, large-cap companies have also fallen prey to issues of internal fraud that virtually destroyed
shareholder interest think Enron and Worldcom. Clearly, company size is by no means the only factor when it
comes to investors getting scammed. Knowing these factors will help you decide whether investing in
smaller-capitalized companies is right for you. Small-cap stocks can trade on any exchange. It is important to
make the distinction between small caps and penny stocks , which are a whole different ball game. It is
possible for a stock to be a small cap and not a penny stock. Huge growth potential Most successful large cap
companies started at one time as small businesses. Small caps give the individual investor a chance to get in
on the ground floor of younger firms that are bringing new products and services to market or entering new
markets altogether. Everyone talks about finding the next Microsoft, Wal-Mart or Home Depot, because at one
point these companies were small caps â€” diamonds in the rough if you will. Had you possessed the foresight
to invest in these companies from the beginning, even a modest commitment would have ballooned into a tidy
sum. Because small caps are just companies with small total values, they have the ability to grow in ways that
are simply impossible for large companies. Mature companies have limited organic growth rates because they
already address a larger proportion of their target market. Any new product or service represents a smaller
proportion of total revenue than the established product offering. For these reasons, earnings and cash flow
growth in large-cap stocks can be limited, unless their corporations acquire other firms. The SEC places heavy
regulations on mutual funds that make it difficult for the funds to establish positions of this size. This gives an
advantage to individual investors who have the ability to spot promising companies and get in before the
institutional investors do. They are often under-recognized This third attribute of small caps is very important.
What we are saying here is that small caps often have very little analyst coverage and garner little to no
attention from Wall Street. What this means to the individual investor is that, because the small cap universe is
so under-reported or even undiscovered, there is a high probability that small cap stocks are improperly priced,
offering an opportunity to profit from the inefficiencies caused by the lack of coverage devoted to a particular
area of the market. Find out how to spot winners in Spot Hotshot Penny Stocks. The Drawbacks to Small Cap
Investing Despite the fact that small caps demonstrate attractive characteristics, they are not without inherent
drawbacks. Risk In terms of equity categories based on market capitalization , small caps are the fourth
riskiest group out of five. The other categories from least to most risky are mega caps , large caps, mid caps ,
small caps and micro caps. This is where much of the risk comes in. Not many companies can replicate what
U. Their smaller balance sheets are less insulated from changes in the economy and poor economic conditions.
Additionally, small-cap stocks tend to have much smaller customer bases, so their prospects are more
uncertain and tied to a specific regional area. As a result, many small-cap stocks are unable to survive through
the rough parts of the business cycle. Small caps are also more susceptible to volatility , simply due to their
size; it takes less volume to move prices. So, the money you invest in small caps should be money you can
expose to a much higher degree of risk than that of proven cash-generating machines like large caps and blue
chips. Time Finding time to uncover that small cap is hard work â€” investors must be prepared to do some
serious research, which can be a deterrent. Financial ratios and growth rates are widely published for large
companies, but not for small ones. You must do all the numbers-crunching yourself, which can be very tedious
and time-consuming. This is the flip side to the lack of coverage that small caps get: There are few analyst
reports on which you can start to construct a well-informed opinion of the company. By law these companies
must release their quarterly earnings , but investors looking for more information will be hard-pressed to find
anything. The Bottom Line The primary advantage of investing in small-cap stocks is significant upside
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growth potential that is unmatched by mature companies with large market capitalizations. Merger and
acquisition activity also provides an opportunity for small-cap investors. Small caps are acquired more
frequently than larger companies; large companies often can enter new markets or gain intellectual property by
acquiring smaller businesses. Acquisitive companies usually pay a premium to market price to acquire growth
firms, leading to share price appreciation as soon as a deal is announced publicly. There is certainly something
to be said for the growth opportunities that small cap stocks can provide investors. However, along with these
growth opportunities come increased risk. Small-cap investors sacrifice stability for potential. If you are able
to take on additional levels of risk, exploring the small cap universe is something you should look into.
Alternatively, if you are extremely risk averse , the rollercoaster ride that is the stock price of a small cap
company may not be appropriate for you. In short, the money you invest in small caps should be money you
can expose to a much higher degree of risk than that of proven cash-generating machines like large caps and
blue chips. Trading Center Want to learn how to invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you
how to start investing. Delivered twice a week, straight to your inbox.
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Small Cap Funds are the best choice for the aggressive investors. These type of funds provides high growth opportunity
to the investors. Historically it is seen that Small Cap Mutual funds have surpassed returns offered by other funds. When
you are making your investment portfolio for long-term you.

Well, Small Cap funds are the best wealth creation tools for financial planning goals, but only you need to
keep one thing in mind that you have to be invested in small cap funds for years. You can align your Financial
planning goals with these funds like retirement planning, for child education etc. Small Cap funds invest in the
young firm that has a potential to become a multi-bagger company in the future If the potential of these
companies realized then it may fill your pocket with a big profit. Small Cap funds come with promising
returns if you hold it for say years, but it comes with higher risk exposure too, as compared to midcap funds
and large-cap funds. If you are first time investor in Mutual funds then you have to go thorough first with Kyc
process. Now Kyc is replaced with Ckyc which will provide you unique Ckyc identifier unique no, which can
be quoted anytime while you invest in with any financial intermediary. You would not be required to submit
all of kyc documents. You can can get the details about the Ckyc and Ckyc identifier from my earlier blog
post. So, which are the funds to invest in , where we can park our hard-earned money for years so that we
could multiply our investments in many folds? Comparison of rolling returns with midcap and small-cap fund
category. Fund having Beta 1. In Direct option, we just need to pay 1. The performance was repeated in till
date. Nevertheless, over the long-term period of 3 years and 5 years, the scheme has generated acceptable
alpha over the benchmark. The standard deviation which measures the risk is much lower than the benchmark
and its other peers in top performing funds. Thus, HDFC small cap fund ranks high in risk-adjusted
performance, even though it returns are on lower side. If you would have invested 5 years ago 10, Rs. The
small-cap fund has outperformed its benchmark by a good margin. While the portfolio focuses primarily on a
buy and holds strategy at most times, it will balance the same with a rational approach to selling when the
valuations become too demanding even in the face of reasonable growth prospects in the long-run. The fund
usually holds 30 to 40 percent of its portfolio in small-caps, 45 to 50 percent in mid-caps and 10 to15 percent
in large-caps. It looks for companies which can compound their earnings at a high rate, with good returns on
capital, low capital intensity and capable management. To handle size, it has a leeway to invest 25 percent of
its corpus in large-caps. If we would have invested 1,00, Rs in the same fund 10 years ago then it would have
grown to 4,36, but in the same duration, its benchmark would have given you 2,41, only. Some key points for
the fund Beta of the fund which defines the volatility with its benchmark i. The fund adheres to a simple
philosophy of finding good businesses at a good price. This is one of the rare funds in the equity space which
have beaten their benchmark as well as a category overall time frames: Over three and five years, the fund has
been ahead of its benchmark by 6 to 13 percentage points. Compared to the category, it has managed 3 to 5
percentage point outperformance. In the last one year, it has even widened its outperformance of the category
to 7 percentage points. On a cumulative investment of 3,00,, you would have made a profit of Rs. This fund
has beaten its benchmark five out of the seven years since its launch. A substantial boost to performance in the
last one year has earned it a five-star rating within the small-cap category. The fund is among the few in this
space to remain at an easy to manage size at Rs crore as on January The fund portfolio has a small cap bias
and the investment style of the fund manager is growth oriented. The fund is currently not open for fresh
subscriptions. I would like to thank value research and advisorkhoj for their insightful articles, which helped
me to pen down this article about best 5 small cap mutual funds to invest in Recommended Articles.
Chapter 8 : What Are Small Cap Stocks and How to Invest in Them?
A Top Global Small-Cap Investor's Favorite Stock Picks If you go to ABC-MART's Japanese website, mostly what you'll
see is a bland assortment of shoes: Nike, Converse, Puma, Skechersâ€”all.
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Small cap is a term used to classify companies with a relatively small market capitalization. A company's market
capitalization is the market value of its outstanding shares.
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